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                    Abstract
The growing literature on philosophical thought experiments has so far focused almost exclusively on the role of thought experiments in confirming or refuting philosophical hypotheses or theories. In this paper we draw attention to an additional and largely ignored role that thought experiments frequently play in our philosophical practice: some thought experiments do not merely serve as means for testing various philosophical hypotheses or theories, but also serve as facilitators for conceiving and articulating new ones. As we will put it, they serve as ‘heuristics for theory discovery’. Our purpose in the paper is two-fold: (i) to make a case that this additional role of thought experiments deserves the attention of philosophers interested in the methodology of philosophy; (ii) to sketch a tentative taxonomy of a number of distinct ways in which philosophical thought experiments can aid (and historically have aided) theory discovery, which can guide future research on this role of thought experiments.
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                    Notes
	See e.g. Ichikawa and Jarvis (2009), Gale (1991), Häggqvist (1996), Gendler (2004), Williamson (2007), and Cohnitz (2003).


	It is commonly held that a particular kind of (irreducible) mental state termed ‘intuition’ or, perhaps less often and less controversially, ‘intuitive judgment’, is what is doing the actual “work” in thought experimentation. A preliminary remark pertains to this. By using the term ‘intuitive judgment’, we wish not to commit to any theoretical possibility currently on offer—on our intended usage it simply refers to those judgments that participants of the debate on thought experiments take themselves to be discussing. That usually means immediate responses to thought experiments. However, the focus of our paper is not so much the role of these judgments in thought experiments, but rather the role of thought experiments, more generally, in philosophical methodology.


	For criticism of the use of intuition in philosophy, see for instance Cummins (1998), Devitt (1994), Hintikka (1999), Kornblith (2002, 2005, 2006); and perhaps most prominently in recent years the attack from the experimental philosophy movement, see e.g. Machery et al. (2004); Stich (1998); Weinberg et al. (2001); Nichols et al. (2003); and Swain et al. (2008).


	It is tempting to put the distinction between these two roles of thought experiments in terms of Hans Reichenbach’s famous distinction between the ‘context of discovery’ and the ‘context of justification’ (Reichenbach 1938). However, because of the complicated and controversial history of this distinction, we will stick to the more neutral description of it as two roles, and elaborate on particulars and varieties as needed.


	To say that this role has been ignored in the literature is not to say that theorists have been unaware of it—we make no claim to that effect. We merely note that explicit discussion of the role in the literature is so far more or less absent, and argue that the role deserves attention.


	In part inspired by Bealer (1998), who contrasts rational and physical intuitions as elicited by thought experimentation in philosophy and natural sciences, respectively, (although Bealer thinks the term ‘thought experiment’ should be abandoned in philosophy).


	An alternative take on how to understand the discovery-functioning of scientific thought experiments is put forward by Kuhn. According to Kuhn (1977), scientific thought experimentation serves as a discovery-tool in that it produces new understanding via a reconceptualization of old empirical data. It is unclear, however, what the relevance of this approach would be for understanding the creative potential of philosophical thought experiments.


	In fact, Clark (1963) himself shows by method of counterexample that ‘Justified True Belief + No False Ground’ is not an adequate analysis of knowledge, before advancing his own analysis (‘Justified True Belief + No Essential False Ground’) (see below).


	See Clark (1963).


	In fact, both the ‘Justified True Belief + No False Ground’ analysis and ‘Justified True Belief + No Essential False Ground’ analysis generated a plethora of responses. Other counterexamples, some of which intended to target the sufficiency of not only one, but both additions, include: Lehrer’s ‘Non-inferential Nogot’ (1965,1970); Lehrer’s ‘Clever Reasoner’ (1974); Feldman’s ‘Testimony Nogot’ (1974); Scheffler’s ‘Stopped Clock’ (1965) following Russell (1948); Chisholm’s ‘Sheep in the Field’ (1966); Skyrms’ ‘Sure Fire Match’ (1967) and Rozeboom’s ‘Togethersmith’ (1967). Saunders and Champawat (1964) together with Skyrms (1967) question the necessity of the additions.


	And similarly constructed thought experiments; Gettier’s original cases would work just as well. Our project here is not to claim that Skyrms’ thought experiment is the single origin of the various theories of defeaters. In fact, we are sure it is not.
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